WIRE TRANSFER GIFTS

Wire transfers are most commonly used for gifts made from outside the U.S. Below is the bank account information for gifts made via the UC Berkeley Foundation:

UC Bank Name: Bank of America, NA
Bank Account Number: 01758-00351

ROUTING IDENTIFIERS
Routing / Transit (ABA) #: 0260-0959-3
CHIPS Address: 0959
SWIFT Address: B0FA US3N

Bank Address for routing: 100 West 33rd St, New York, NY 10001 USA
Branch Physical Address: 2129 Shattuck Ave, Berkeley, CA 94704 USA
Reference Field: Donor Name, Gift Designation

Banks provide minimal information on wire transfers. For tracking purposes and ensure proper disposition of gift, please notify Gift Administration at (510)643-9789 or by e-mail at gahelp@berkeley.edu of the approximate date of the transfer and amount of gift.